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It should also be stressed that a personal credo is no scholarly argu-

ment.2a) Similarly it is surprising to see to what extent pure phonetic

speculation without any basis in systematic phonemic reasoning dom-

inates in today's 'laryngeal' studies. A case in point is the'lex Rix'for
a critical discussion of which see my observations in Ë1S. 702,

p.U1f.25)
In my opinion, there can be no healthy speculation about Indo-

European phonology and 'laryngeals'unless due attention is paid to

Martinet's words in Economie des changernenß phonétiques p.231 "...
on clarifiera cependant la situation si, en matière de laryngales, on

opère moins avec des phonèmes qu'avec des traits distinctifs-"
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that the i- of inn is not the expected *E vocalized."
25) Mayrhofer, Kratylos 36,7991, p.94, note 20, who endorses'lex Rix', has

very little to say in its defence, however: "Gegen Rix' Gesetz spricht sich L' heftig

âus ...; es wäre nützlich, wenn auf seine Einwände einmal von zuständiger Seite

nochmals eingegangen würde." The relevance of the adverb "heftig" in connection

with my discussion of 'lex Rix' escapes me. Those v¡ho discard 'lex Rix' will, of
course, have to discard Mayrhofer's assertion, ibid. p.94, that *h2ríh¡mo- is a

credible source for GK ánemos. It should also be stressed here that Lat. animus

cannot reflect a preform of the shape *h2nh¡mo-. In his review ol Introduction to

the'Laryngeal Throry'Rix, 1Ã 96, p.272, writes: "nach S. 104 geht ánemos a:uf

eine Sievers-Form *H2anH1mo- zvrück, die aber doch wohl **ánamos ergeben

hatte..." This is the exact opposite of what is said in the text (p. 10a): "If this be

accepted, it follows that ánemos cannot be the reflex of */}J2ên}{smo-/ since the

latter v/âs phonetically *lH2ánH ¡r.no-)."

Widow

1. The word for 'widow' is one of the first words that were recog-
nised as Indo-European. It is found already in Cæurdoux's letter.
After some discussion its reconstruction and etymology seemed cer-
tain. \Øhen I considered to write a short note on the Gieek cognate,
it soon appeared to me that the handbooks contradict each other
and that some of them contain clear mistakes. One major problem
even seemed not to have been noticed. No less than four Sanskrit
words have recently been shown not to be cognate. So there is rea-
son to reconsider the whole problem.

The relevant words are:
Skt. vidháDã, Av. zti\ava < *uidhewã;

OCS vndopa, OPr. zaiddewu < *wi'dhewa.

Alb. Tosc. oe, Geg. oej(è) < *uidheua;

Lat. vidua;
Goth. zaiduwo, O}IG røitw<r;a, OE rawdwzue, zaidwe etc.;
OIr. fedb, V. gweddzø, MC gueddeu.

Further: Gr. rií&coçLat. oiduus.
The Albanian form (not mentioned by Pokorny; added by Hamp,

IF 67 (1962) 150) was already explained byJokl (1923,51 f.). Both /
(h) and ø disappeared in intervocalic position; the first vowel, pre-
ceding the penultimate stress, disappeared; final ã became é. This
gave * aéä, which became T . zte, but Geg. rsejä with 7 as a Hiatustilger.

2. It has long been thought that Gr. riíleoç'unmarried young
man'was cognate, but difficulties of form and meaning caused hesi-
tation. The latest etymological dictionary of Greek, by Chantraine,
ends with: "Donc étymologie douteuse." Even more negative s. v.

mpryt ('widow') "auquel il est impossible de rattacher riíBeoç." EM
s.v. oiduus express doubt as well.

The Greek word may represent * rTfngefoç. The formal problem is
the r..-. One suggestion was that the ?- was a prefix. The idea goes
back to Pott (1883, 177) who understood it as'noch lediþ' and com-
pared íi-6r7. This idea was taken over by Prellwitz 1931, 1,26, who
compared Bulg. jaadoztíca'widow'. In the latter the meaning 'noch'
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i.s, of course, impossible. Sturtevant 1939, 1,49, who could not decide

whether ?- continues e- or ã, operated with a prefix ye/o-, which be-

fore word initial preconsonantal laryngeal was lengthened to e-- or
a-.The ø-- he compared semantically with d¡-piduws.If it was e1 he

could not interpret the meaning. (This is strange as it would be the

same prefix as ã-.)

As to the original colour of the vowel, Frisk and Chantraine note

that the a- of Kerkidas is a hyperdorism, because Sappho has ry-. But
Sturtevant notes that the form in Sappho may be an epic form. Thus,

I think we cannot be sure in this matter.
It is hard to argue about prefixes as their meaning, and their very

existence, is mostly hard to establish. But there are prefixes in some

later languages, and there seems to be some evidence for PIE, pre-

fixes. I call prefix a morpheme that occurs only prefixed to another

form. Thus negative p.- and ni- are not prefixes' as ne and ni occur

as independent words. Two prefixes must be acknowledged for PIE.
One is the * h, e- which is the augment and the deictic element q¡hich

is found in pronominal forms (Gr. (é)xa etc.); these fwo forms may

be identical in origin; they are strictly limited to the use indicated.

The other is the s mobile, of which the meaning is unknown. Here
we are only concerned with prefixgs consisting of one vowel, for
which see Pok. 280. I shall briefly reconsider the evidence' Recent

surveys are E\WAia s.v. á and Lloyd-Springer s'v. ¿--'

* a-. There is no evidence for a prefix of this form.
Greek has the rú-copulativum (from *sr.n-) in'ä)"ogoç etc. (with a

variant called intensivum in áe6vov' nú,úqepvov Hes., as in Skt. sá-

cetøs Vise'). Another d- fram *z has been assumed in dl"éyat etc.,

which is defended by Chantraine. However, if this *¿o-. it the zero

grade of *en'in', there was an initial laryngeal, and *hry'- would
have given áv- in Greek (Rix 1970; Beekes 1969,132f .). (That nega-

tive p- did not have a preceding laryngeal is shown by the type

vrfl"efiç < x p-hrleu-, as *x hrn-hrleø- would have given .* avelef-. Be-
cause of the vocalism of d-, dv- only h, is possible.) Therefore this
idea must be given up.

*e-. There is no evidence for a prefix e-. (8ü'o is secondary for
ê8û,r'¡ < *hrg*hel-; éyeípø < *hrger-). See above on the augment

and the pronominal e-.
xo-. The only PIE word for which a prefix o- has been assumed is

the word for'branch', Gr. ö(oç,Arm. osl, Goth. asfs, which would be
xo-sd-o-,with the root of 'to sit'. This idea must be given up. Direct
reconstruction leads to * Hosdo-. There is nothing that indicates that

lVidow' 173

further analysis in a prefix * sed- is correct. Semantically 'a thing
(for birds) to sit on'is as doubtful as 'rhe thing that sirs on (a tree)'.
It is not really obvious that a branch is denoted as a sitting place for
birds; this is not exactly typical of a branch. *nisdos is quite differ-
ent. A'nest'is typically 'the place on which birds sit'. The word there-
fore proves nothing for 'branch'. The proponents of the theory
should at least produce one semantic parallel from other languages.
To denote a branch as 'sitting on'is not obvious either, while 'grow-
ing out'or the like is (cf. sprout etc.). Also the combination of o-, if
it means 'towards' (see below), with 'to sit' seems a contradiction.
The etymology is a relic of early etymological attemprs that should
now be given up. - In the separate languages, several Greek words
were considered to contain a prefix o-. Beside rí-copulativum (from
*sr"n-; but see Ruijgh, Mnemosyne 4, 1,961,200f.: analogical from
óp-) there would be a prefix meaning 'nahe bei, an, zt), mit' in
(ó)xûJ"r't, órpúvat, óoyoç öap, öryov. All these words are highly du-
bious and no conclusion can be based on them.l)
-) rr,. u"., instance seems óxé)").a beside which we find xil),ro. Theword is
always connected with xó)"opat. This is certainly wrong. The first verb means
'ryn (a ship) aground', the second 'urge, exhort, .o**r.,d' (see LS). It is clear
that the tv¡o notions are quite different and have nothing to do witt-each other.
The two have been connected under the meaning 'to drive' (Germ. 'treiben).
Thus, even LSJgive as first meaningof xû).o 'to drive', butthen goes on to spe-
cializethatit alutays means (trans. and intr.)'run (a ship) 

"g.o,rnã, 
on shore, ro

land, lcause to_land;, put (seamen) to shore, into harbour'. Thqs 'to drive'is pure
phantasy, for the sáke of the etymology. (In fact you don'r have to drive a ship to
the shore, you rather have to diminish the speed, so as not to wreck th. ,hip.¡
The forms of the tq/o verbs have nothing in common either: we find (ó)xilJ,co
(very rare), xé).oø (xd"õ), xé)"oat and, óxei).at against xû,opat (xéil"opat), xd"fi_
oopctt, aor. (é)xéil"ero, êxelrioaro.It is clear that the link between rhe two verbs
was made, long ago, from a desire to connect two roots þel-. The efymology
should be given up.

Thus we are left with 1ò¡xü.À','ro run â ship aground'. The form with initial
vowel is found in poerry, while prose (Hdt., Attic) has the form without. This
may point to a dialectal difference. (I do not think that the vowel was removed
in artificial epic language.)

The word has no etymology. It is a typical technical, nautical term, for which
Indo-European ancestry is not very probable. Further Indo-European words do
not_show an interchange between forms with and without'prothetic vowel'(see
Beekes 1969,72f. and,75f.; as to äeoa and äoru, they are not cognate, see
Beekes 1988, 24). I therefore suggest that the therm is of non-Indo--Er.op."t
origin. A well-known loanword in this field is the verb xuBepváa. Substratum
words do show forms with and without initial vowel; cf. óoruçíç : orøçíç. See
Furnée 1972,3751.; such a vowel is more often o- than e- o, a-. (l think that
ó),ónrø : À"énø belongs here, too; see Beekes 1921).
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Outside Greek only Arm. yogn'mucl't'is mentioned. The analysis

is improbable.'z)
Melchert (Stud. in Hitt. Hist. Phon. 1984,168 andKZ 101 (1988)

223 n.6,224 with n.7) finds a prefix o- (i.e. hro- or åro-) in Hitt'
hamanþ- 'intertwine, wrap around' (cf' Germ. tnengen), hatk- 'c\ose'

(*/eg- 'cover'; after Sturtevant) and halþ- 'gather, collect' (*le!-
'gather'). This is quite hypothetical; nothing suggests such an analy-

sis. As there is no solid evidence for a prefix o- in the other Indo-

European languages, the analysis should be given up.

Thus, no reliable evidence for a prefix o , either in PIE or in the

later languages, remains.
*ã-.There is no specific evidence for a-, but OHG wo-, Slav' ja-

and Skt. ã can go back to ¿-. See below on these forms.
*e-- is found in OHG â-, OE ø- (Angl. e--), OFr' e--. See Lloyd-

Springer s.v. â- and Lloyd lg78'It means'von '.. weg, fort; fehlend'

verkehrt'.
For Greek one cites riþaLóç (unreliable; see'Frisk and Chantr.)

and i¡gépa.3) - Lat. hêres does not contain a prefix'a)
For Slavic a few forms with ja- are cited, of unclear meaning; see

Vasmer s.v. It is assumed to continue ë., õ- or a-, but the Old
Church Slavic forms without j- seem to forbid e-.

Sanskrit ã can continue these three forms. (Of course, ã is not a

prefix, but it is mentioned because it is often etymologically con-

nected with the supposed prefix(es) ê- and õ-'

Thus, the best instance of an IE prefix o- disappears. (In the original language

the o- may have been a prefix, or a laryngeal, but we cânnot know')

') yog, will contain (the preposition) o-. The idea that -ogn contained a prefix
o- depends on the comparison with Skt. ahanás- 'schwellend, strotzend, geil,

üppig;. This word has no certain cognates in Indo-Iranian (E\XzAia). As further
cognates have been suggested Lith. ganà 'sufficient'and Gr. eúflevéa. As to the

meaning the connection is possible but not evident. However, ahanás- must be a

co-pou.rd with ¿i while Armenian has short o-. There is no indication that ¿' has

a cognate s/ith a short vowel. Moreo\er, yogn is an z-stem, so the root will
rather be -(o)g-, while the root of the Sanskrit word is han-. In that case the

words cannot be cognate. E\ØAia does not mention the Armenian word any

more.

') ripépa is quite obscure; see Beekes 1969, 163 and 262 (with two possible

etymologies, belween which I cannot decide). The word must have had Hr-.

There is no evidence for a prefix.
a) I agree with Dunkel 1,987 that heres and p1pøotaí derive from *{hehrro-

hred-.The Latin ã must then be analogical after forms where -hred- followed a

consonant; the long vowel must have originated in the nominative'

\Øidow' 175

d- is found in OHG wo-, OE o- 'down (away from); after, late;
added, supplementary' (Lloyd 1978, 249).

For Greek ópúopat, cbxóavoç and citTpóç are given, but these are
all unreliable.5) Not here Xr¡parcraí; see n.4.

Slav. ja- and Skt. á could be o-..)

Thus only e-- and õ- or a- can be considered.z)
We now return to riíûeoç. o- and õ- are not relevant. As there was

no a-, e-, only ã- and ¿-- would remain. Here the meaning of the
\Øest-Germanic form does not fit. Slav. ja-, found with the word for
widow' in Bulg. ja,dooíca, is unclear. For Greek no reliable evidence
remains. so I conclude thar it is very unlikely that rjífieoç contains a
prefix (4-).

If the 7- was not a separate element, it formed part of the root.

5) l2xeavóç is clearly non-Indo-European, cf . Ayria eyevóç. òXpóç has no
etymology (that with skt. ay-a-ghra- 'tiger' should be remembered as-a curiosiry
only). atpúo¡tøL'cry'@r wild animals) compâres q/ith skt. raúti, ru,áti 'to roar,
bellow', ocs roztg, ruti.That it is cognate with èpeúyopal is, of course, quite un-
certain. As PIE had no initial r-, it must have a root * HreuH-. chantraine sug-
gests a prefix Ho- before HreuH-, but the supposed meaning of o- ('towards:)
does not fit here. So rather *hrreu!{- with expressive lengthening (Frisk). Thus,
there is no Greek evidence for a prefix ar- 1túus Chantraine ,.r."à1pøçi

6) Schindler 1969, rcAlf . reconstructs *o-hrui-o- for 'egg', as a-compound
with *o, meaning 'das beim vogel Befindliche'. The inrerpreration is harály ac-
ceptable. The meaning is quite unconvincing. (I am not sure tha.t *hrõuiom
would not do. sievers' law does not seem too serious a problem. Fuli grade*hreu- for 'bird', which schindler does not accept, is.rn"uoìd"bl" for Latin and
for Arm. haro, o-grade because or Gr. oíavóç which is undoubtedly cognate
with the bird-word (it cannot be derived from*afy-, as rhen the *orâ foi'egg'
would also have oí-).

7) To summarize the results for PIE, we find no evidence for a short vowel.
\7e have:
e- in VGm. *e-- ïon weg, fort; fehlend, verkehrt';

possible in Skt. á'towards' etc.
o- in VGm. *o-- 'down (away from); after, late; added, supplementary,;

possible in Slav. ja- (meantng uncertain; a.o. annahernài);
possible in Skt. ¿'(see above);

a-- possible in \7Gm. *o, Slav. ja-, Skt. a' (see above).
It is easy to connect the first two as * hrehr/hroh.,; thus pok. 2gO, who takes them
asinstrumentalsof thepronominal stem*hre-. Butthereareob.¡'ections. 1)This
stem hß- has no variant hro-; nor is it clear why lwo variants would be in use. 2)
An instrumental does not easily explain the meanings (one expects it to mean 'in
that way, thus'like Greek tõ).3) e- and o- in \Øest-Germanic do not seem ro
have had the same meaning. Skt. øl of course, is an independent word, not a pre-
fix, so that it is very improbable that this form or one of these forms was a prefix
in PIE.
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This leads to the idea that it was a lengthenecl prothesis. This is not

a new idea. It was first given by Froehde (1884' 328), who thought it
was a-, lengthened for unknown reasons. De Saussure 1884, 740, as-

sumed prothetic d-. However, he thought that the length was due to

a rhytlrmical law of Greek (every sequence of three non-final short

syllables becoming long-short-short). This, as we now know, is not

cofrect. Maybe it was for this reason that his explanation was not ac-

cepted. Boisacq s.v. n.1 had the same idea, perhaps independently'

The third *tt ðop 1956,228, who assumed a prothetíc d-, "'lor y'

ganz natürlich."
As this solution has been found many times now, while it is not

even mentioned by Chantraine, it should receive due attention. Al-
though on the one hand prothesis was freely adopted, on the other

hand it was not taken seriously, perhaps for this very reason' \Øe

now know that the Greek prothetic vowels continue initial laryn-

geals, and a form xhruidhewos > *efuSefoç is not problematical'

Frisk accepted this solution: "r7- erklàrt sich unschwer als metrische

(rhythmische?) Dehnung eines prothetischen é-." The form u¡ith

three initial short vowels could not enter the hexameter, so that one

vowel, preferably the first, had to be artificially lengthened' The

word is predominantly poetic, and can therefore be an artificial form

taken fròm archaic poetry. This means, of course, that the form was

no longer alive and fepresents a precious archaism. Metrical leng-

thening of e, o we have in the case of ril"míxaplroç. In our case we

have the complication that x eufleoç would give an unparallelled se-

quence. So metrical lengthening is necessary for the hexameter, and

nothing stands in the way of this explanation. A rhythmical leng-

thening, if this means a realfact of the language as in the compar-

atives in -or8goç, is to my mind without parallel and should not be

assumed.-On the meaning of the word see section 3'

Thus we should reconstfuct the word for 'widow' as * hluidhezøã

(or rather -thr-).It remains possible, however, that the prothetic

vowel was å-. Inthat case we have hr-.

3. For a long time it was suPposed that the word for 'widow'was

derived from an adjective 'bereft of, deprived of, without'. This ad-

jective seemed to be found in Skt. aidhít- and Lat. r:iduws.

This situation has changed' Mayrhofer 1968 has shown. that the

Sanskrit word, occurring once in the Rigveda, designates the moon'

It could still be 'the lonely one', but there is nothing to prove that.

Mayrhofer prefers 'einteiler', from * vi-dh-u- (i. .. * oi-dhhr-u-)'
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Thus, this word disappears.s) However, we shall see that this is not a
problern. on the contrary, the existence of an u-stem wourd be sur-
prising; see section 8 a.

As for Latin, it has been argued that oidwws was derived from
,Lidwa. It appears first in poetical language and only in post-Augus-
tan times in prose. Though the evidence may not be absolutely cer-
tain, the adjective is unreliable. (That oiduus'widower' is late and de-
rived from the feminine is, of course, a different matter. It seems
that one does not always cleady distinguish between the adjective
and the masculine substantive.)

Thus, it would seem that there is no reliablé evidence for the sup-
posed adjective. However, we must now consid er fiífleoç. Here we
come to chantraine's objection that it is difficult to derive the word
for young man'from the one for widow'. Hermann (191g) sug-
gested that it could first have come to mean Jungfrau', but I fail io
see how this could have happened. It is much easier to assume that
an adjective 'verwitwet, alone'was derived from the word for'widow'
and that the masculine of the adjective came to indicate the 'lonely'
boy. But, as the young man about to marry is not ierwitwet, ver-
waist' (and as there is in Greek no trace of the adjective, while in
Latin it exists), I would rarher suppose that fiífleoç directly conrinues
the adjective of which the feminine was used for widow'. The adjec-
tive might have lost its negative meaning and have indicated simply
'ledig'(which is used in German to indicate the young ma.r *ho has
not yet married). But it must be admitted that this remains uncertain.
In any case it is possible to explain (the meaning of) the Greek word.

Even if there is no direct evidence for the adjective, it remains pro-
bable, I dare say certain, that widow'was derived from an adjective,
for four reasons.

a) The sanskrit and Avestan words are mostly used as adjectives.
In Avestan it occurs only once, ìn aa6u ai\aoa F 2 f., which translates
into German as \Øittfrau'. The Sanskrit word is often found with
strt-, yosit-, nãrl-. This situation is exactly parallel with Gr. Trjpr¡,
where the adjective from which it was derived still exists.e)

- ) SkJ. oidhura- (ep. class.) means 'distressed, depressed,and is a younger
form of øithurá-, and is not relared (KE\øA and Mayrhofer 196g).

e) Chantraine s.v. notes that it occurs twice with yuvfi, oncewi,th pfirqp, and,
three times alone. In facr the situation is as follows. In B 2g9 it is an adjectìve of
yu.vfi' þutinz 432 it is a predicate, but looks rather like an adjective 1ci. ógqavr
xóç) than as a substanriv e: p) naí6' ópçawxòv ,gnn| Zúpryv rê' yuvc¿úrd. ln\ +gS
it is an adjective with pfitrtp. Z 4OB has íj ráXa Yfipîl I oeÕ ioopat. Flere ..I, who

t
t'
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b) It is hardly possible to imagine a substantive from which wi-
dow'would have been derived. It cannot have been derived from a

word for 'widower', for, it is generally acknowledged that 'widow'

was primary,'widower'secondary. \Øe can see that for v¡idower'dif-
ferent formations were coined in the seParate languages, and we

know that the position of a 'widow'was very difficult in ancient so-

cieties. As E. Fraenk el (1935,50) put it, "der \Øitwer aber ist erst eine

Erfindung eines jünger en Zeitalters."
c) Then there are several parallels to show that a word for wi-

dow' is often an original adjective. First, there is Gteek 7fipr7
(Hom.). This case is again interesting in that the adjective ftSoç
is attested only later (Euripides), though to my mind Hom. fqQóa)
already points to XñQoç. But Chantraine correctly points out that
the substantive is the feminine of "un ancien adj. *ghe-ro-" (i...
* ghehrro-, root ghehr- ïerlassen', on which see Ruijgh-Van Krimpen

1969). Schrader-Nehring gives Lith. íeir€, which is cognate with
OCS sirr 'left alone'; OE laf idem; OIc. ekkja < *aina-þ-.

d) The formal analysis of * widheuã, or Skt. ztidhárt| leads to an

adjective. An ¿--stem that indicates a female/woman cannot have

been derived from an o-stem substantive (nor from a consonant-

stem, in which case we get an abstract noun), but only from an o-

stem adjective (AiGr II2 S 139-141, 149; Risch 1974, 15f.; Meillet
1950,116). Thus *hruidheuã (-ehr-) is the feminine of an adjective
*hruidhewos. Now the full gtade -eu- points to an older ø-stem.

(This is confirmed by the Celtic forms, discussed in the next sec-

tion.) So the original adjective was *hruidhw-/ew-, which will have

had a meaning like Zñpoç and Lat. oiduws, i. e. 'deprived of, bereft of,
without'.

4. It is mostly suggested that all forms derive from *(h)uidheuî

(e.g. Pokorny, Lehmann). This is incorrect. EM and Chantrains
state that the Germanic and Celtic forms go back to * hruidhwa

(henceforth I add the laryngeal). This is correct for Celtic but not
for Germanic. The Latin form could go back to both -eu- and -w-.

will soon be the widow of you" (and not of somebody else) is ridiculous. It
clearly means who will be bereft of you" (everybody else would be tolerable). In
X 484 and 12 725 (xaõ' ...) LeíneLç yfip7v êv peyápoøt the adjectival meaning

seems clearly present: not you leave me as a widow in the palace', but you leave

me alone/bereft'. Thus, in all instances the adjectival origin of the word seems

clear.
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This is not correct either. In this section we shall consider Latin and
Celtic, the Germanic forms are discussed later (section 6).

As to Lat. oidu4 oiduus (I shall use the latter form here), it is cor-
rect that -ut4s can go back to both -ewos and -uos. However, single
-ø- is impossible as -dhyr- resultedin -b-.Thus Sommer 1914,65,224
and Sommer-Pfister 1977, l7O. Leumann (1977, 162f.) does not
mention the development. The (only) example given is lumbus'loin'
< * londhuor, OHG lentl I * londh(u)iõ, OCS lgdarjg, an erymol-
ogy accepted by \ØH and EM. Goto 1985, 84ff. discusses rhis group.
(His connection with 'land' and other words is far fetched and quite
uncertain, however.)

There is another example, not mentioned in this context (but see
Sommer-Pfister 139 n.3), i.e. plebes <
il"r78úç. Here EM hesitate and consider a loanword. But the etymol-
ogy cannot reasonably be doubted. The meanings 'althe mass of
people'are identical, which is not trivial. The first four phonemes are
identical (xplehr-), both words have a stem in a laryngeal (and a
nominative in -s). The only difference is full : zero grade (hr: ehr) in
the suffix, which is not problematical, anð b : dhw. As there is at least
one Latin word showing dhy > b (and no counterevidence), the ety-
mology is impeccable.lo) Thus Lat. oidøus seems to continve -ew-.
See however note 11 for a different solution.

The Celtic forms, however, require * hruidhuã. This is the form re-
constructed by all Celtic handbooks, Pedersen 1909,63,360; Lewis-
Pedersen '1937, 4, 12; Thurneysen 1946,46. Cornish -eu is a later
development. The group ldþl derives from a sequence -dzu-. Irish
had syncope, but syncope of the -e- (of thrwidheua) cannot be in-
voked, as the syncope dates from after the apocope (Thurneysen

tl O* mightwonder why dhp did not, like dy., become p (asin suãuis),be-
cause dh mostly became d.There is a parallel for the different.development in
that dj became jj Qteior < *pedios) while dhj became di (medius). Apparently
dh had not merged with d, and the intervening aspiration prevented the assimila-
tion. Later dh became d, and there were new clusters dj, dy.. These did not
develop like the earlier clusters. Now dy became b, b'tt dj did not have a parallel
development, as there is no sound parallel to b. Later di became di (anð, tp be-
came tt't; note that tp didnot become p at stage 5). (Initial dy- retained its stop
character and became á-¡. Thus:
PIE 1. dj dy dhi dhy ndk ndhy tþ
PIt. 2. 1j kk

3. di dp ndþ
4. b nb? mb
5. di h.,

(I know no example of original ndu).
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1946, 68), through which the word would have become disyllabic,
and syncope is not found in disyllabic forms. Thurneysen 68 consid-
ers the possibility of a very early syncope especially for fedb, but the

evidence adduced is unconvin cing: cóol 'music' would derive from
* kizaolo-, but there is no support for this reconstruction (thus Ven-

dryes s. v.). Further Thurneysen mentions three verbal forms, but the

history of these forms is very complicated and not reliable enough to
establish a sound law for which there is no further evidence. More-
over, Kortlandt (1986, 90) pointed out that intervocalic yt in un-
stressed syllables would have disappeared. In British syncope is

found of a non-initial short vowel preceding the stress (Lewis-Pe-

dersen 1937,76f.). As the stress was on the penultimate,*hrwidhewa
cannot have lost its middle vowel. So both Irish and British require
* hruidhua. (The fact that Pokorny, as a Celticist, does not mention
this, may have been the reason why many handbooks do not state it.)

5. Thus we arrive through reconstruction at tq¡o forms. * hrwidh-

euã and * hruidhuã. The question must now be answered how the co-

existence of the fwo forms can be explained. It is impossible that one

of the two forms was the PIE form, as it would be inconceivable that
it was replaced by the other in one or more languages'

\Øe saw that the word for widow'is the feminine of an adjective.
This adjective now seems to have had two forms, one in -uos and
one in -ewos. As ablaut in o-stems is excluded, the ablaut points to an

original u-stem. That different ablaut forms were converted into o-

stem adjectives is known from other adjectives, even within a single
language. In Greek we have xevóç xewóç < * kenuos beside xeveóç

< *keneuos. \Øe have Gr. tavaóç < *tnhr-eu-os. OIr. tanae 1
*tnhr-eu-ios beside Lith. tgoas < *teohr-u-os.

Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that PIE had an adjective
* hruidh-ew-/ -u- meaning bereft, deprived of, without', the feminine
of which was used to indicate the widow'. The question arises

whether we can find what this feminine looked like. \Øe must there-
for look at the Germanic fo¡ms now.

6. Ve shall first have a look at Goth. widutao. This form cannot
go back to *hruidhuã, as the group -Cø- remains, even in Sievers'

condition: gat'u)o, ueitanþ¡ zpaurstu)a, uhtan, nidary bandua, -o,

rtjoþ*o, bidagzaa, ahzoo, arhwo, taihswa, tntnrptt's, spara)a etc. It is ap-

parently for this reason, and because other languages point to -eLt-,

that all handbooks give the form in -euã as the protoform of the

Germanic words (e.g. Prokosch 1938, 91, Lehmann s.v.).

\Øidow' 181

It is strange that, as far as I have seen, no handbook remarks that
this protoform is problematical. As all handbooks state, -e- in inter-
nal syllable was retained or became -l- in the Germanic languages.
As for Gothic, Krause (1968,90) mentions, that a in a second syl-
lable before a strongly stressed third syllable may become w before
rnrn in a compound: dat. sg. ainummehun beside ainamrna. This con-
cerns A, not e, and in very special circumstances; it cannot explain
widuuo.I looked through all Gothic words given by Lehmann 430-
454, but there is no other word with -uw- (nor one with -iw- 1
-el.u-). Yet we know what the development of -eut- in this position
was, from the ø-stems, which have nom. pl. -jws < *-izaiz 1 *-eues,

and the gen. pl. -irue < *-eu-(ei)om. Thrs nonstrates that -eut-
became -iza- in Gothic. (Note that a developme^,t to -uw- would not
have been embarassing in an ø-stem inflexion.) Thus, zaiduu!)o can-
not derive from either -ew- or -u-.

Before discussing the other Germanic forms we shall present the
solution. Van Vijk s.v. rpedwwe gives the PGm. form as *widwutõn
and, as far as I saw, only Boisacq drew the right conclusion, positing
PIE * 

2tidwryø-. This form with antevocalic -ww- can only represent
PIE *hruidhuH-.Ve shall look at the consequences of this recon-
structi'on in the next section.

\Øe shall nov¡ have a look at the other Germanic languages. \Øe
have:
OHG witwzaa, -eu)a, -azt)4 -zaa;
OS uidwzaa, raidoan;
OLFr. zøidorøa;

MDutch uêduzae, zuêdewe, weeuza-Lje ;
OE: VS rawdurae, r.uudezae, rueoduzae, røiduwe, zøyduzøe; AngL
røidzue;

OFr. u¡idwe.
The OHG forms are easily understandable if we start from ai-

twza4 by weakening of u to e, assimilati on to ø, and syncope. On the
other hand, of one assumes an original * witrø4 a secondary vowel is
improbable: it is only found befween r or I and rø, and the vowel is
mostly o (Braune-Mitzka,197 6, 6l-70).

In Old Saxon o is a variant of u.

Middle Dutch has e as weakening of ø, which is normal. (i in
open syllable became d.) weeura- shows regular loss of intervocalic /
(-tje is the diminutive ending). (Modern Dutch zaãduwe has u again
through influence ol the za.)

The Old English forms for widow' are discussed by Brunne r 1965,
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114 n.6. He assumes that i became ø through umlaut in common
Old English, and that Angl. zaidwe lost u through an early syncope

(i. e. before the I was changed to ø). Ausgleich gave zpidwzae and weo-

duarc with normal velar umlaut. He does not mention widewe.

There are several problems, to my mind. First, the syncope assumed

is rare and late according to p. 133 f ., while in our form it would have

to be common Old English (before i > u). Then, the ausgleich be-

tween forms of different dialects seems difficult, even more so as the

result (zøiduwe) was subject to the ch¿nge into rpeoduzae. Lastly the

change into wideute is difficult. Campbell 1983, S 385 states that of
fwo short unstressed vowels the first became e when the second

wovel was a back wovel (nabwla, nafela). But it is questionable

whether the final vowel of 'widow'was a back vowel at the time.

Campbell 1983, S218 does not give a full discussion of 'widow',

but seems (I am not quite sure what his view is) to assume that zøi >
utu before ø was not general, and ihat rpeoduwe derives from orig-
inal * zøiduzae. This supposes much more complicated. dialectal dif-
ferences. A solution along these lines seems more probable to me.

\Øhatever the details,. it seems clear that * anidwute was the original
form, and this agrees with the other Germanic languages.

Thus the \Øest-Germanib forms go back to the same form as the

Gothic one, PGm. * raidwwõn. Ve remarked already that -e- was

preserved in all Germanic languages so that it is impossible to start

from x widezpõn.

7. Germanic points to a form * hruidhuhr- (I think that it is safe to
assume that the laryngeal was the feminine marker år). How is this
form to be interpreted? The form is evidently based on the adjective

ín -u-/ -eu- from which the adjectives in -uos/ -euos were derived' It
seems obvious to interpret the (PGm.) lorrn*hrøidhwhr- also as an

adjective, just as *hruidhewa. This means that *hruidhuhr- was the

feminine of * hruidhu-.rr) No doubt the form had ablaut

-hr-/ -ehr-.

11) In this connection we might consider the possibility that Celtic *hruidhua

is not the feminine of a form in -os but of an ø-stem. The same may hold for
Latin, where * hruidhuh, > *vidù may have been replaced by ztidua (cf. analogi-
cal quia beside regular quf . Thus Itâlo-Celtic and Germanic would continue a

form in -whr. (Cf . EM "il est natúrel de supposer qu'il [the vocalism] est le même

qu'en germanique et en celtique.")-The question whether zá belongs to an u-

adjective or a uo-adjective is perhaps not a real one, because the feminine (in -ã)
is not, originally, derived from the o-stem, but combined with it (-ã is neither the

o-stem -o * hr, nor -e * hr, as the o-stems did not have a stem in -e; see

Vidow' 183

The feminine of ø-stems normally has the form -wihr. The forms
in -us are doubtful. The Sanskrit forms in -us were probably formed
after the substantives. Since J.Schmidt 1889, 57ff., however, femi-
nines in -uh, have been claimed. The forms for which such a femi-
nine has been claimed are Gr. npéoþa, aínfiv (ntr. pl. aíná), no)J,fi
(ntr. pl. no)J.á). (I leave other forms,like iegoa, éáaV out of ac-
count as being too uncertain). I still consider npéopa as acceptable
(but note that Furnée 1972, 301 and 389, claims that the word is

non-Indo-European on account of its variant stems), just as aínfi
(for*aíná < *amfa < *-p-rhr).I have nothing to add to riry dis-
cussion 1969, 156, 158ff. (I still consider it more probable that
nótva was coined on npéoþa than zsice oersa. That nórva continues
x potni seems to me out of the question: this form would simply have
been replacedby nórvta, not by an entirely aberrant form.)

As to zd),fi, it is clear that nd.úç continues an archaic PIE inflex-
ion which differed from the normal proterodynamic pattern of u-
stem adjectives.l2) As to the form no)"A-, I agree with J. Schmidt that
it results from * pol-u-h, Szemerênyi 1974 rightly stresses the impor-
tance of the neuter plural no))"á. A survey of the Homeric forms
may be useful.

nd"úç ndJ"óç nouhiç ntr. nduú, nd).óv, noú.ú noLLfi
nd"úu noA).óU noú.úv zd"ú, nd).óU noú.ú ndJ"fiv, nou)"óv
nd"éoç zofu4oç zdJ,fiç

nd).Q trúJ.rþ nd,Afi
pl. nd"éeç noll"oí trolTti zd).aí

nd.óaç, nol)"oúç zdJ"á zú,Aáç
noléa¡v, noL)"ãv nú,),õv ztd"Atiau, -éav
nolÉoq nol),oíot no)"loíot noLAfiot
no),éoot
noLí¿oo¿

Beekes 1985, 18aff.; cf. Rix 1976, 136. Perhaps we are approaching here the
origin of the adjectival system -ol, -(e)hr.l.e.

nom. -u(s) fem. -u-(e)h,
gen./erg. -u-os

was replaced by
nom. u-os fem. -u-(e)hr.

That is, the feminine remained as it was, while masc. -ø(s) was replaced by -øos.
1'?) The Greek -o- of the root, as well as the Germanic and Çeltic -e1 must be

old. This brings me to the assumption that the inflexion was of the static type,
with -o- in the nom. sg. and -e- elsewhere (cf. my earlier explanation 1985,98).
As another static adjective I suggested *nog*-/neg*-' 1990,239. From this system
the -o- and the -e- can be easily explained. I assume the Sanskrit zero grade to
be an adaptation to the normal proterodynamic pattern. Cf . * dõm(s), gen. dern-s,

replaced by Av. nanõ < *dmal
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Szemerényi's explanation of the form is untenable, but no)J"'is eas-

ily explained from (a static form) xpol(IÐ-r-h, (the laryngeal was

lost when in antevocalic position). For the development of ly' > ll
see H. van den Oever's dissertation (in prep.). The neuter plural and
the feminine originally had the same form. I see no objection in the
reshaping of the feminine form in -a into a normal a-stem.

It must be admitted that the evidence found hitherto was "very
, poor" (Kuiper 1942, 17). I think that 'widow', the 'bereft-fem.',

x hruidhuhr- is unassailable.
The form most probably had ablaut -hr-/-ehr-. This ablaut occurs

in both protero- and hysterodynamic inflexion. (There were adjec-
tives with hysterodynamic inflexion, Skt. m,ídhws, gen. mádhoas; Skt.
gen. mahás.) As the hysterodynamic forms in Sanskrit are found in
the substantives (íaaírúh), it is perhaps more probable that the adjec-
tive was proterodynamic, as were the feminines in -ih,

f \Øe still have to explain the coexistence of *hruidhuh, and *hrwid-

heua. I think that PIE only had the u-stem adjective with the femi-
nine in -uhr. In the western languages the latter form was preserved.
Other languages replaced the adjective by * hruidheuos and then re-
placed the feminineby *hruidheuã, which was used to indicate the
'widow'. This is not surprising as Greek replaced the adjective by

fñQoç and used its feminine for widow'. I consider this a direct con-
tinuation of the PIE situation.

8. \Øhat remains of further relations of this word?
a) Ve have seen that Skt. vidhú.- and pidhura- are not cognate.

\7e have seen that the Sanskrit word for widow'was derived from
an adjective in -euos; it would therefore be surprising if the same

language still had the ø-stem form of the adjective. Thus, the fact
that vidhú- does not belong here fits better with the interpretation
of the forms concerned.

Skt. vídhyati 'to pierce'was also usually connected with it, but the
meaning shows that it has nothing to do with our word. Thus Mayr-
hofer 1968, 103 n.3.

b) It has for a long time been assumed that Skt. oindh,íte 'Ieer

sein'contained the root seen in 'widow'. Flowever, it is now generally
accepted that Skt. aidh- rests on an Indian development of oi dha-
(lastly Hoffmann 1969). The word appears to mean'to distribute'. It
has therefore nothing to do with the word for widow' (see Mayr-
hofer 1968).
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c) Lat. dtoidõ has long been connected wirh 'widow'. Thus EM
state s.v. aiduus that it is "sans doute" cognate, though s.v, dlaido
this is "possible". It seems useful to have a closer look at the verb. It
contains * dis-. It is important to know whether Umbr. oetw, oef are
cognate as they could continue a root form * ueidh-. The first form is
discussed by Meiser 1986, 180ff.: its interpretation is quite unclear, a

meaning 'separate' is improbable. The interpretatio n of oef as'partes'

*is possible but uncertain (Ernout 1961,135). So only dxo;do remains.r\Øe must ask what the exact meaning of ¿ø;dA'is. Usually it is
glossed as 'to separate' and 'to distribute'. I find no discussion of the
relation between these two aspects. It seems to me that it has exactly
the meaning of Dutch aerdelen (Germ. oerteilen). This means litter-
ally 'make (something) into parts (delen)'. From this basis it can
mean 'to separate' and, if the parts are meant as shares for people, 'to
distribute'. (Eng. diaide also has both meanings, but is of course the
heir of the Latin verb.) Now the question is whether a root with this
basic meaning is cognate with widow'. I think rhar rhis is impossible.
A widow was not made into parts. Here one uncritically started from
the meaning 'to separate', but this is not the central meaning of the
Latin verb. Also, the widow was not separated from her husband;

,this would indicate a divorce. Then, it seems to me that the basic
meaning of the verb is exactly what one would expect if it arose
from*vi dhehr- 'to place apart'. The old idea that it arose from this
syntagm, therefore, seems very attractive (Prellwitz 1892, i13). As
has been pointed out (now Mayrhofer 1968, lO3 n.4), it would have
developed independently from the Indo-Aryan verb. If this is cor-
rect, it means that the syntagm *vi dhehr- is of PIE date. (Melchert,
Studies in Hitt. Hist. Morph. 1984,152f., thinks that Hitt. røidã(i)-
'to briqg'was derived from a noun *wi-dhhr-ehr-, which is quite un-
certain. On Luwian cf. \ùØatkins, Sprache 32 (1986) 325f.)

d) Thus, no cognates of the word for widow'remain. This is un-
problematical, of course. Mayrhof er (1968, 105) suggests that the
word contains the adverb *pi-. This seems improbable to me because
then only -dh- remains for the root. A root * dhH-, the zero grade of
a verbal root, is improbable, as PIE probably did not yet have verbal
compounds, and as the meaning (at least if the root was one of the
roots dhH- we know) is incompatible with widow'.

e) One might try Myc. ezaisw-. Mycenaean has zaisowopana and
ewisuzoko, ewisw*79ko. The first word probably contains zaiszao-,
Gr. iooç but all other elements are obscure. It has been assumed
(lastly Ruijgh 1987) that ewisu- contains the same root as wiswo-.
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\7e have seen that the Sanskrit word for widow'was derived from
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language still had the ø-stem form of the adjective. Thus, the fact
that vidhú- does not belong here fits better with the interpretation
of the forms concerned.

Skt. vídhyati 'to pierce'was also usually connected with it, but the
meaning shows that it has nothing to do with our word. Thus Mayr-
hofer 1968, 103 n.3.

b) It has for a long time been assumed that Skt. oindh,íte 'Ieer

sein'contained the root seen in 'widow'. Flowever, it is now generally
accepted that Skt. aidh- rests on an Indian development of oi dha-
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hofer 1968).
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state s.v. aiduus that it is "sans doute" cognate, though s.v, dlaido
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This is improbable. Of course, the underived form in -w may live on

in a language, but then only in archaic or fossilized forms, as in
Eævti-ú"r1poç beside or€vjF)óç. (Both Mycenaean forms are found
in Pylos.) But the presence versus absence of ¿- forbids the equation.

Hom. éíor7 is an artificial form of the epic language, for a number of
reasons (Beekes 1969,65f. and esp.2S9). \Øe now have a root *efú-
in Greek as a candidate for the Mycenaean word, but I have no sug-

gestion for the interpretation. It would be surprising, however, if
Greek had preserved the u-stem beside the o-stem fií&coç.
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Add. Neumann's Indo-European etymology of xoBepviø (KZ 100, 1987,
64-9) does not convince me. FIe connects it with xúgBq'turning pillar'which is

derived from the root *å'erp/b- (Pok.631). Note that the only evidence for
the root form *þ-erb- is Gr. xripBtç, and that Gr. xapnóç 'Handwurzel'is also
supposed to derive from this root, showing a quite different development of
*k-!p- (the connection is of course dou'btful). A development *kurb-na >
*xuppavd,/xopBtvd > *xupapvd/xoþLpvd 2 xxuBepvd (from which the verb was

derived) 'ir¡plies too mâny unusual developments to be acceptable. To these must

be added b > m for Aeol. and Cypr. ,ruptQv- (in two dialects). On the other
hand the word shows clear characteristics of a Greek substratum word (-m, b/m
and perhaps k/g becatse of Latin gubernãre; see on all these aspects E.J.Furneé,
Die wichtigsten konsonantischen Erscheinungen des Vorgriechischen, The Ha-
gue (Mouton) 1972 passim).

Zu xuþtgváot

In dem oben auf dieser Seite abgedruckten ,Addendum' von
R. S. P. Beekes finde ich ,e\eQvú@ nicht zutreffend beutteilt: a) Das

,steuer eines \Øasserfahrzeugs' ist in den idg. Sprachen durchweg mit
eigenen Mitteln benannt worden; da den ältesten Griechen ein Kahn
(vøuç) bekannt war) wäre nicht einzusehen, warum sie das lVort für
das unentbehrliche Lenkungsmittel hätten aus einer Substratsprache
entlehnen sollen. b) Der Lautwandel b > m ist in den beiden an ihm
beteiligten Dialekten sporadisch und jung. c) Entsprechendes gilt fur
das g in lat. gubemare; es in die Zeit der 'üØortprägung hinaufzuda-
tieren, wäre ein Anachronismus. d) Meine Deutung in KZ 100 rechnet
nicht mit ,many unusual developments', sondern nur mit zwei - auch
sonst haufigen - Verändenrngenr der Metathese des r und der Ana-
ptyxe eines Vokals. L.Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I,
1990, 477 sagt: ,Vhen part of a cluster of three consonants, g or )"

may sometimes move to other position in the word'.
G.N.

The Middle Voice in Lycian*)

In an appendix below I present evidence that the Lycian enclitic
pronoun -ñne with geminate nasal marks the dative plural of the
third person:'to/for them'. This identification means that the entire
sentence of TL 44c,3-4 may nov¡ be analyzed grammatically: me=ñ

ln)e=(e)mu axagã maraza. Ve have the conjunction me, enclitic -ñne
'ø/for them', e/amu orthotonic'I, me',1) axagã (preterite first singu-
lar verb) amd maraza judge' (or similar: see Laroche , FdX 6.93). The
presence of a first singular verb and -ñne 'to/for them' requires that
e/amu be the subject 'I'. The novn marazø could be dative plural
agreeing with -ñne (cf. dative plural lada in TL 39,4), but dative plu-
ral in -e is more common for masculine nouns in -a-: cf. xahbe
'grandsons, descendants' (TL 127,2), lataze probably'the dead' (as a
class) (N 309 c,9).It is therefore more likely that înaraza is nomina-
tive singular, referring to e/amu'I'. In either case the verb is necessa-
rily intransitive: 'I 

-ed 
forlto them (as) judges'or more likely'I _ed

(as) judge for/to them.'
If we abstract -gã as the preterite first singular ending (cf . a-gã'I

made/did'), we are left with a disyllabic verb stem axa-. The "leni-
tion" of the consonant of the ending (-gã rather than -xã) requires a
preceding CAnatolian accented long vowel: cf. Lyc. tadi'he places/
puts' ( *dhéhrti and see Eichner, MSS 31, (1973) 79ff.r) Lycian

*) I cite Lycian texrs after the numbering of E. Kalinka, Tituli Lyciae ...,
Vienna: 1901. These texts are also available, often with superior readings, inJ.
Friedrich, Kleinasiatische sprachdenkmciler, Berlin: 1932.For more recent texrs see
G.Neumann, Newfunde lykischer Inschriften seit 1901, Vienna: 1979 (indicated
with N.). For the crucial 'Létôon Trilingual' see the authoritative edition by E.
Laroche in Fouilles de xanthos 6 (1979) 49-127. This analysis was first presented
at the Eighth East coast Indo-European conference, Harvard university, June
16, 1989.

1) It is uncertain whetherwe should take -ñnemw as -ñne-(a)mu with elision
of the first vowel of the orthotonic pronoun or as -ñn(e)-emu with elision of the
final vowel of the enclitic. Parallels for both processes are found elsewhere in
Lycian.

') In principle, the lenited ending could also rèflect a disyllabic verb stem with
accent on the first syllable. For lenition of stops and *14 between unaccented
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